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“This Large Class of Our Soldiers”: Self-Government, 
Deutschtum, and German-American  Associationalism 

in the Mutiny of the 20th New York Infantry Regiment

A mutiny by the German-American 20th New York Infantry at the 
outset of the Battle of Chancellorsville in April 1863 ended in the court-
martial of 201 men. This essay links military service, self-government, and 
associationalism in a relationship of membership and rights to investigate 
how midcentury German-Americans balanced ethnic affiliation with national 
citizenship in the midst of the American Civil War (1861–65). These citizen-
soldiers embarked on a military protest action to protect what will be 
defined as their soldier rights. Furthermore, through a network of German 
voluntary institutions that reflected both the potency of Deutschtum and 
midcentury America’s associational habits of self-government, they worked in 
cooperation with citizen partners in the months that followed. The campaign 
orchestrated by the Turnvereine—a most German, but also quintessentially 
American, fraternal organization—leveraged state and party affiliations and 
employed popular constitutional tactics for a successful appeal. These acts of 
democratic protest and citizen cooperation solidified German soldiers’ rights 
and their membership in the nation. The soldiers’ mutiny and the resulting 
demands within their home community for a pardon demonstrated German-
Americans, basic patriotism and commitment to the Union, as well as their 
participation in American self-government.

Union citizen-soldiers possessed a particular notion of rights derived 
from membership in their localities, which informed their membership in the 
United States Army. In this case, German-American soldiers derived rights 
of membership in the regiment they had created. Through military protest 
actions they defended these “soldier rights” against Army policies. As a result, 
they expanded the content and meaning of their rights and membership, 
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both in the Army and in the nation, by war’s end.
The analysis of mutiny herein rests upon several conceptual foundations. 

It begins with a notion of soldier culture, the “unique mix of ideological and 
cultural resources” that the Civil War’s “common soldiers” used for “defending 
and justifying their right” to fight “mainly on their own terms.”1 It offers 
the antebellum growth of associational culture as an active ingredient in that 
“unique mix”2 and sees associationalism as a mode of American democratic 
self-rule; “an activist practice of well-regulated governance encompassing 
all levels of cooperation, from the formal institutions of national and local 
governments to voluntary groups and economic partnerships” in the words 
of one scholar. This network of self-government depended on “the right of 
institutions and associations to pass the laws and regulations”3 conducive to 
their harmonious collective life.

Associationalism produced a political culture in which persons accrued 
specific rights, privileges, and obligations as members of an incorporated 
body—be that a business, a church, a fraternal order, or even a volunteer 
militia company. Participation reinforced that membership had its privileges, 
among them drafting constitutions and passing bylaws. The antebellum jurist 
Francis Lieber declared that local self-government depended on the right of 
“every institution . . . to pass such bylaws as it finds necessary for its own 
government.”4 A present-day scholar has classified bylaws as the “root of the 
Anglo-American tradition of self-government.”5 In sum, associational culture 
operated through a mechanism of self-government out of which soldiers’ 
culture demanded respect for their soldier rights.

The citizen’s membership in the political community comprised by 
local institutions and affiliations was his most palpable participation in “the 
Union.” And historians have typically noted Northerners’ commitment to 
associationalism during the Civil War through the benevolent organizations 
that sprang from prewar reforming impulses.6 Midcentury America’s pervasive 
parochialism accounts for the “national war fought by local communities” 
that was the Union war effort. It resulted in the national government creating 
a literal federal army in which volunteer regiments organized by the states 
came under the administrative and legal authority of the United States Army. 
In this respect, “localism aided rather than hindered national patriotism.”7

The parochial nature of the first Union regiments was expressed not 
only through state-led recruiting, but also in the many ethnic units that 
came to the colors. German-Americans, in particular, lived in tightly knit 
rural communities and urban enclaves. Therefore, this essay attempts to 
link associational culture’s important role in midcentury America to the 
self-government at work in the mutiny of the 20th New York. It adds the 
wartime volunteer companies and regiments to the list of significant realms 
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of associational life that continued from antebellum antecedents. The mutiny 
demonstrates dramatically that German-American citizen-soldiers and their 
home communities remained tied to one another through the workings of 
popular constitutionalism alongside associational culture.8

Popular constitutionalism sums up the numerous kinds of populist 
democratic actions taken by American citizens against wayward magistrates, 
from colonial times up to the Civil War.9 Local self-government reinforced 
for antebellum citizens that it fell to them to see that their rulers observed the 
public laws and the Constitution.10 Because Civil War volunteer regiments 
like the 20th New York were themselves associations, the tradition of popular 
constitutionalism provided citizens in uniform with the means to protest 
tyrannical abuses by military authorities against their soldier rights.

The manifestations of soldiers’ rights were particular to each company or 
regiment, and no organization adhered them uniformly or perfectly. In the 
case of the 20th New York, the self-governing nature of association spawned a 
class of foundational rights and one of procedural rights. Foundational rights 
preserved the regiment as the bedrock of self-government and local attachments 
through state affiliation, organizational integrity, and a calendar of service (i.e., 
soldiers’ exact muster in and out dates). Second, procedural rights protected 
the founding rights through actions such as scrutiny and interposition as well 
as protection from unjust discipline and manipulation of pay. The soldiers’ 
right to scrutiny depended on the venerable Anglo-American levers of citizen 
self-government identified by the historian Christian Fritz: “petition (requests 
for governmental action), remonstrance (protests of governmental policy), 
and instructions (directives by voters to their representatives).”11 The right 
to interposition was an antebellum understanding of federalism whereby 
different levels or branches of government protected citizens’ rights by 
jealously guarding their own place in the constitutional order.12 

By the outbreak of the Civil War, the 100,000 Germans and German-
Americans living in New York City had spent at least two decades founding 
fraternal orders, churches, mutual-aid societies, and a German-language 
press. One of the most prominent of these institutions for maintaining ethnic 
cohesion were the Turnvereine : athletic societies for young German males 
begun in Germany before the 1848 revolutions. A student of the movement 
concedes that Turners “manifested German ethnicity without representing 
all German-Americans” while emphasizing that they “made the heady liberal 
nationalism of 1848 a mainstay of German-American ethnicity” and became 
an institution which no German-American politician could ignore.13

Turner societies provided intense camaraderie, some exposure to military 
drill, and practice in sport shooting to their members. More than a mere 
fraternal association, they were ubiquitous reservoirs of German identity and 
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culture in the immigrant communities. Immigrant Turners committed their 
stateside vereins to the universal freedom, self-government, and democracy 
that had motivated them as revolutionaries of 1848. These ideals then 
drew them into the Free Soil and Republican movements. The national 
association endorsed Lincoln in 1860 and the New York Turners contributed 
a Republican elector, Sigismund Kaufmann.14 The Turnvereine are notable in 
this sense, not so much for what made them distinctively German, but rather 
that their form, organization, and function accorded so well with American 
associational culture and its mechanisms of self-government.

But German-American Turners, especially, also brought a unique cultural 
matrix into play when they joined the wartime companies and regiments that 
sprang forth from membership in the Turnvereine. Their awareness of ethnic 
identity can be summed up in the term Deutschtum, or a “pan-German-
American consciousness.”15 This “spirit of Deutschtum” arose in the 1850s 
sectional crises when Germans found neither party to be a safe harbor against 
nativism and, therefore, the Old World rivalries and identities gave way to a 
constructed self-image as a foreign group in the United States. 

An ethic of mutuality and reciprocity for fellow German-speakers 
grew out of the spirit of Deutschtum at the same time immigrants created 
communities in the United States fully enmeshed in Northern society’s 
print and associational cultures. Therefore, once in uniform during the Civil 
War their ethnically homogenous companies and regiments expressed were 
hybrids of American associational self-government and German identity. 
German-American citizen-soldiers did not relinquish their preexisting 
bonds of associational culture and habits of self-government simply because 
they donned a blue uniform. The Union’s German regiments—its military 
manifestations of Deutschtum—“represented the basic loyalty and patriotism” 
of German-Americans and “their skill in manipulating political practices and 
institutions to their advantage.”16

This spirit of Deutschtum encompassed the growth of German 
communities in America, each with their own network of ethnic associations 
such as Turnvereine, newspapers, fraternal orders, ladies aid societies, and 
churches. The actions of Gotham’s Turners to form and support the 20th 
New York mirrored the actions of Germans throughout the Union in 1861. 
For example, the prewar German organizations in Philadelphia came to the 
aid of German troops and their families at the war’s outbreak for reasons of 
patriotism and ethnic solidarity.17 In reaction to the firing on Fort Sumter, the 
German Turners of Cincinnati, Ohio formed their first volunteer companies.18

The German character and membership of the 20th New York’s citizen-
soldiers flowed from their prewar membership in the distinctively German 
voluntary association, the Turnverein. The regiment’s moniker, the “United 
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Turner Rifles,” evinced the ties between citizens in association and citizens 
in uniform. At the same time, the Turnverein itself was organized along 
thoroughly American lines. The New York City Turnverein (NYTV) was 
founded in 1850 and acquired a charter of incorporation from the state that 
gave it legal powers to hold and dispose of property in common. Members 
drafted and approved a code of bylaws to collect dues, choose officers, and 
govern their own everyday affairs. New members had to be proposed and 
approved by current members. The NYTV’s admissions process conferred 
attendance, voting, and speaking rights to those accepted. Crucial powers 
of self-government like nominating, electing, and petitioning adhered to 
members as well. Furthermore, in their corporate person as the “general 
meeting” they could propose changes to the association’s “statutes.”19

The Turnersoldaten emerged, therefore, from an ethnic association as 
self-governing as those of Anglo. Committed Union men and Republicans, 
German-Americans founded sixteen “Turner” regiments across the North. 
At the same time, their associational ties simply amplified the desire among 
German-Americans to prove their loyalty. As Stephen Engle observes, 
“Germans considered the war an opportunity to demonstrate their deep 
affection for their adopted home and its constitutional freedoms.” Many of 
those freedoms were lived out in their new homeland’s public culture. The 
Turners especially took these rights and duties seriously enough that their 
association and its mechanisms of self-government created the volunteer 
regiment and, in cooperation with the state government, directed its 
organization. Actions like these across the Union were at the heart of why 
volunteers—ethnic and Anglo—could justifiably claim the founding rights 
of membership, state affiliation, and a calendar of service.20

It was confidence in both associational culture and Deutschtum that 
prompted the NYTV’s president to place requests for volunteers in the German-
language press of the city only days after Lincoln’s enlistment proclamation of 
14 April 1861. Erhard Futterer, one of the NYTV’s members, explained his 
enlistment as springing from “a spirit consistent with my origin, experience, 
ideals, and love for the Union and Constitution that promoted and protected 
the individual rights of all men.”21 The Turnverein voted on 20 April 1861 to 
make the association responsible (“a matter of the Verein”) for organizing what 
it termed “a Turner rifle-regiment.” In a few days more a large crowd attended 
a public meeting at the Turnhalle; 200 members volunteered for the proposed 
regiment on the spot. Votes were taken to create an organizing committee 
and within two weeks, they had assembled the 740 men necessary for the 
state to designate a regiment. In order to feed and clothe these volunteers 
the Turnverein requested German families in the city to provide quarters and 
it garnered roughly $3000 in donations for the troops’ subsistence.22 The 
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Turner societies of Newark, New Jersey and Baltimore, Maryland also each 
contributed a company. 

Under the New York law of 16 April 1861 asking 30,000 volunteers 
to serve for two years, the state had mustered all the Turners by 29 April.23 
Quartered by state authorities at the Turtle Bay Brewery on 45th Street until 
their departure from the city, the NYTV facilitated the work of its women’s 
charitable arm, the “Turner Sisters,” who gathered enough lint to make 
bandages and undergarments sufficient for each man.24 In July, the Turnverein 
authorized financial support to every mother and child of the regiment’s 
soldiers.25

After orders arrived for the regiment’s deployment, the city’s German-
Americans publicly celebrated their “United Turner Rifles” on 13 June 1861. 
They accompanied its march through the streets to waiting transports with a 
jubilant send-off rivaling those for Anglo regiments. The Turners carried the 
Stars and Stripes of the United States and the black-red-yellow tricolor of the 
failed Frankfurt Parliament of 1848. The flags symbolized what the German-
American Republican, Frederick Kapp, expressed as these citizen-soldiers’  
“twofold responsibility”: to ensure the liberty guaranteed by Union and to 
demonstrate “that the German ranks among the first champions for liberty” 
worldwide.26 Competent former officers from European armies commanded 
them. Their original colonel, Max Weber, was a former professional officer 
and a Forty-Eighter from Baden. He was promoted to brigade commander 
in April 1862 and suffered severe wounds at Antietam. During the mutiny 
the well-regarded former Swedish officer, Colonel Baron Ernst von Vegesack, 
commanded. Having fought in the First Danish–Prussian War (1848-51), he 
led from the front at the Seven Days (for which he later won the Medal of 
Honor) and at Antietam.27

The 20th New York began active service with the Union forces that 
captured Fort Hatteras, North Carolina, and then joined the Army of the 
Potomac’s Seventh Corps for the Peninsula Campaign and the Seven Days 
Battles. It took significant losses during the Battle of Savage Station on 29 
June 1862. The soldiers of the regiment felt enormous pride in their role at 
the Battle of Antietam on 17 September 1862. They suffered 134 casualties 
during the fighting around the Dunker Church and the Sunken Road.28 
Nearly two years after the Turners’ departure from New York, a decisive 
victory over the Confederates in the Eastern Theater continued to elude the 
Union.

In April 1863 Major General Joseph Hooker, the Army of the Potomac’s 
newest commander, believed he had devised a bold plan of campaign to 
decisively defeat Robert E. Lee’s field army near Chancellorsville, Virginia. 
According to one student of the campaign, however, success required acting 
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“before very many more of the short-term troops departed.” Hooker needed a 
large field army for his planned right wing envelopment of the Confederates, 
first to be held in place by a feint from his left wing.29

The Turner Rifles were one of thirty-eight New York regiments—nearly 
one-third of Hooker’s forces—with their two-year enlistments about to 
expire. On 19 April, Hooker met with President Lincoln and General-in-
Chief Henry W. Halleck to determine exactly when national service ended 
for these regiments. Expressed in General Order No. 44, they fixed the end 
of the calendar of service “at the expiration of two years . . . from the date 
of their actual muster into the service of the United States.” That still put 
muster-outs dangerously close to the campaign’s start.Hooker’s Order No. 44 
mandated that the incentives for reenlistment—$50 bounty and a thirty-day 
furlough to commence immediately—offered in War Department General 
Order No. 85 of 2 April 1863 be read to each company. Order No. 85 was 
the Army’s first attempt to rectify the problem of fast approaching muster-out 
dates.30

The Turner mutineers joined a chorus of Anglo New York regiments that 
disputed the Army’s calculations of their calendar of service. In 1861, the 
constituent companies of particular regiments had mustered in for varying 
lengths of national service. Acknowledging the national government’s 
requests in August 1861 to retain three-month companies, New York state 
had retained companies—by fiat—for two years of Federal service. Among 
the dissatisfied Anglo regiments were the 21st and the 26th New York—raised 
around Buffalo and Oneida, respectively—in the Army of the Potomac’s First 
Corps. Writing in April 1863, Colonel W. F. Rogers of the “First Buffalo” 
wrote to the Adjutant General of the Army that they had been mustered 
by company into state service for two years between 1 and 10 May 1861, 
formally assembled as a regiment, then accepted for three months of U. S. 
service on 20 May 1861. On 2 August 1861, Special Order No. 324 of the 
State of New York directed they would continue in United States service for 
the remainder of their state enlistment. The men had duly served those two 
years, but Rogers emphasized that no additional muster had been called for 
the extension of their service to the national government. He claimed their 
two-year enlistment must expire based on the date of their original muster 
into state service; no later than 10 May 1863. Likewise, one hundred men 
of the 26th (“Second Oneida”) refused marching orders on 28 April 1863, 
were put under guard, forced to give up their rifles, and marched in the rear 
of their brigade. Even after a second chance to obey, very few did, and close 
to thirty comrades joined them the next day.31

In these same turbulent days, the 20th New York formed part of the 
Army of the Potomac’s Sixth Corps. Hooker arrayed these troops under 
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the command of Major General John Sedgwick for the intended feint at 
Fredericksburg. It would keep the Confederates in place while his smashing 
blow landed from the right at Chancellorsville.32 Like their Anglo comrades, 
the men of the 20th New York held the same convictions about their calendar 
of service. On 29 April 1863—two years to the day of their muster into state 
service—201 men stacked their arms in protest and refused to do any further 
duty.33

The Army’s response was swift. A general court-martial on 1 May 1863 
tried the participants for mutiny “in the face of the enemy.” Colonel von 
Vegesack attested that the 20th New York was part of the Third Brigade 
concentrated in a forest about 1.5 miles from the Rappahannock River in 
column by divisions on 29 April. Fighting could be heard across the river 
and it was well known among the men that action was imminent.34 Even 
without such added ignominy, a conviction for mutiny carried the maximum 
sentence of death according to the seventh Article of War. The court sentenced 
them instead to the loss of all pay and benefits, dishonorable discharges, 
and hard labor for the duration of the war.35 In the Army’s view, forgoing 
capital punishment in spite of the enemy’s presence was sufficient mercy for 
misguided, but not disloyal, soldiers.

The defendants had made sure to present themselves as such in their 
written statements to the court. They were loyal citizens in uniform who had 
“served faithfully and honestly.” The root cause of the mutiny, however, arose 
from the same right to determine the calendar of service claimed by the Anglo 
regiments of the Empire State. In the case of the 20th New York, all of its 
companies had been mustered into state service for two years commencing 29 
April 1861. For reasons that remain unclear, on 6 May 1861 companies A, B, 
C, D, and E were mustered for three months of national service while F, G, H, 
I, and K signed for two years. At the conclusion of the three-months service 
in August 1861, however, there had not been another muster to continue 
the first five companies in United States service. Instead, as in the case of 
the 21st New York, the extension of their national enlistments had been 
accomplished by fiat on 2 August 1861 with Special Orders No. 326 from the 
state Adjutant General. It decreed that they would remain in national service 
until the expiration of their two-year state enlistment. Even at that time, the 
three-month companies had briefly refused pay (itself a species of mutiny 
according to the Army) before complying with the New York state order, but 
the sources give no indication as to what led the men to acquiesce.36 

The mutineers, however, never claimed that New York had no right to 
transfer their two-year enlistments to the national government after an initial 
muster-in for three months of U. S. service. Their point of contention was that 
beyond 29 April 1863 the state “was not justified to transfer” them for United 
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States service. In a telling example of the importance of state affiliation—
even its supremacy—the Turners argued that whatever time remained on 
their two-year enlistments must date from their New York, not their United 
States, muster. With that conviction firmly in mind, they explained to the 
court, “Our term has expired, we ask you for the kindness to let us have our 
discharge.”37

The makeup of the mutiny’s participants reinforces this point and 
differentiates the 20th New York’s protest from their Anglo counterparts. More 
than half of the mutineers (139) came from the companies mustered for two 
years of national service in 1861. If the basic grievance of the Turnersoldaten 
had been primarily in the lack of a proper muster to set a contractual date 
for the beginning of their national service (the complaint of the 21st New 
York’s colonel), the majority of mutineers should have come from the first 
five companies. What appears to have mattered most to the Turners was the 
chronological period of two years—two years in uniform and two years away 
from their families—whether for the state or the nation. In addition, this 
ties the right of a calendar of service back to the basic associational right of 
membership. The Turner soldiers had organized themselves in companies in 
1861 to meet a threat to their lives as citizens of state and nation. According 
to the New York laws under which they organized, they agreed to become 
citizens in uniform for a two-year period. As a parent of the soldiers argued to 
President Lincoln, “A man makes a contract to serve 2 years, he serves same 
faithfully and then believes himself free from that contract.”38

The Turners’ grounds for mutiny did place them squarely in the American 
citizen-soldier tradition, but it is a tradition that cannot be encompassed 
solely within the shorthand of contract. Their associational affiliation made 
the regiment especially close to the German-American communities that had 
contributed volunteers. In their letters, soldiers and their families revealed 
that expectations had been raised at home for the regiment to return at 
the end of April. As a nexus for community information the Turnvereine 
broadcast these misplaced hopes. The Newark Turners explained that “joyful 
excitement” prevailed over the “return of husbands, brothers, and sons . . . 
expected by their families.” The NYTV’s meeting minutes for April reveal 
detailed plans for meeting the returning soldiers and conducting a march to 
the Turnhalle, where a homecoming celebration would fête them with “carts” 
of beer, two hired bands, and a capella singing by the Society’s Liedertafel.39

When these hopes soured, the associations and the ethnic community 
both directed petitions and letters to government on behalf of the 
Turnersoldaten. Their arguments spoke to soldier rights of membership, state 
affiliation, and the calendar of service. In these appeals, utterances of patriotic 
loyalty were stock in trade. One motive was to link the plight of the Turner 
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soldiers through their Deutschtum with Lincoln’s desire to rally the support of 
German America. A second reason was the particular circumstances following 
the battle. The Chancellorsville debacle had aroused a renewed atmosphere of 
nativism in the Anglo press. German regiments in the Army of the Potomac’s 
Eleventh Corps were excoriated for the retreat of the Union right on 2 May 
that had turned into a rout.40 The trial had taken place only the day before 
and news of the verdict arrived home in the weeks during which the Anglo 
press were the most derisive of Germans’ as soldiers and loyal citizens. In 
response, therefore, the mutineers’ various defenders uniformly made 
ethnicity concomitant with patriotic duty and party loyalty both to blunt 
nativism and to curry administration favor.

Thus, the New York state Turnerbund noted their soldiers were “Germans 
of New York” state who “sprang to arms in the front rank” of 1861’s 
volunteers out of patriotism and party loyalty. The Newark Turnverein were 
“appointed by the loyal Germans” of that city and identified themselves as 
“true friends of the Union.” Considering it a “case deeply affecting many of 
our fellow-citizens,” they petitioned President Lincoln for clemency rather 
than condoning “the extreme hardship of the Law.” The forty men who 
remained at home to sustain the “patriotic Turner association” of Baltimore 
hoped to offer to the president some “excusatory facts” in their petition about 
their associates in uniform, out of consideration for “the German population 
loyal and faithful to the Government.” They recalled in their petition that 
such  loyalty had been displayed as early as 18 April 1861 when the bulk of 
the Baltimore Turners had enlisted, traveled to Washington, and protected 
government installations even as their own meeting hall was destroyed in the 
Baltimore riots by mobs. They now asked the president to bestow a pardon 
on their “misguided unhappy friends” as a byproduct of the Baltimore 
Turners “performing truly our duty.” The mutineers’ “mistaken” ideas about 
their enlistment termination only stemmed from their lack of “authorized 
information” to accurately determine their calendar of service and thus be 
fully apprised of their rights connected with military service.41

Germans not only took action within their associations. Their dismay 
about the treatment of their countrymen spilled over into a community-wide 
demonstration of Deutschtum aimed at intensifying the remonstrances already 
directed at the national government. Three thousand German-Americans of 
New York City submitted their own petition to President Lincoln. Leading 
off with proclamations of loyalty, they exalted their Turner soldiers as sons 
of “the community capable of furnishing the best of material for the army 
of the Union.” The citizens’ petition understood the regiment’s records of 
meritorious service and combat loss as a reflection of such refined patriotism. 
Their sons and fathers had “voluntarily assumed” military service like other 
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loyal citizens to the United States, but had spent the war “bleeding and dying 
for the country of their choice.”42 The petitioners linked the immigrant’s 
freely given loyalty to the United States with membership in the Union Army. 
This elevated German-American’s patriotism and citizenship above that of the 
native-born. The Newark Turners had likewise argued that, “hardly have men 
enlisted for this war, animated by a spirit and inflamed by a purer Patriotism” 
than German-Americans in uniform.43 All of these protestations of loyalty 
were intended to assure the president that he could trust the motives of 
citizen-soldiers who were, nevertheless, “tenacious of what they deemed to be 
their rights.” Disputes about muster-out dates might be “insubordination,” 
but they did not necessitate the full force of military punishment. Rather,  
the citizen petitioners presented the Turners’ soldier rights as legitimate and 
believed their actions in defense of them merited clemency because of the 
soldiers’ demonstrated loyalty to the government and the nation.

“Appointed by the Germans of New York,” the prominent German 
Republicans Frederick Kapp and Sigismund Kaufmann authored their own 
appeal to Secretary of War Edwin Stanton for clemency. They personify the 
nexus of Deutschtum, associational membership, and Republican loyalty that 
characterized the Turnvereine. Kapp was one of the earliest German, and 
explicitly anti-slavery, members of the Republican Party. A respected writer 
and historian, he had collaborated with Carl Schurz to rally New York’s 
Germans to the party in the 1860 election. Kaufmann helped found the New 
York City Turnverein and was instrumental in directing the national Turner 
convention to officially denounce slavery in 1855. A Jewish Forty-Eighter 
and socialist, he remained an influential anti-slavery voice in New York with 
claims on the Republican patronage network.44

Stanton’s German Republican correspondents’ began by using the 
political context of May 1863 to the mutineers’ advantage. Patriotic 
German-American citizens were at that very moment sensitive to the revived 
“prejudices with which native Americans regard them” as “foreigners.” They 
might readily “misconstrue” the mutineers’ sentence as “one of uncalled for 
severity,” especially in light of the regiment’s previous service. In fact, like “the 
majority of their countrymen,” the Turnersoldaten felt “deeply attached to the 
Institutions.”45

“Institution” in its meaning of “an established custom” first gained 
currency in America just after the adoption of the Constitution and by the 
1830s was increasingly used in reference to the system of slavery.46 Kapp and 
Kauffman’s use of the word harmonizes with the definition given by German-
American philosopher, Francis Lieber. According to Lieber,

An institution is a system or body of usages, laws, or regulations 
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of extensive and recurring operation, containing within itself an 
organism by which it effects its own independent action, continuance, 
and generally its own farther development. The idea of an institution 
implies a degree of self-government. Laws act through human agents, 
and these are, in the case of institutions, their officers or members.47

Thus, the soldiers’ patriotism flowed from their participation in the country’s 
institutions of self-government, especially their Turnvereine.

Once inside the institution of the Army, they became “tenacious of what 
they deemed to be their rights.” These rights derived from their status as 
soldiers through their muster-in “first prescribed by the Legislature of New 
York.” Any authority of the “general Government” over them resulted from 
its “understanding with the State to which they belonged.” The citizen’s 
soldier status depended first on his state citizenship, which in turn granted 
him rights like a calendar of service. Kapp and Kauffman were willing to 
admit, unlike the mutineers, the various Turner associations, and the citizen 
petitioners, that the 6 May muster-out date was valid and simply presented 
the Turnersoldaten as “supposing honestly” that their term expired “on the 
date of the first enlistment.” The two German leaders based their argument for 
pardon on not only the justifications of soldier rights, but also on the loyalty 
to party and nation of the volunteers and the ethnic community. Hence their 
juxtaposing Germans’ bona fide adoption of American political values against 
the cries of nativism. In light of these political realities, they believed Stanton 
would arrange a pardon from the president in order to have “a most beneficial 
effect upon the further enlistment of the German element into the service.” 
It would counter German-Americans’ fears of nativism and reinforce their 
faith in the institutions of America’s associational politics. Increased German-
American support of the Union and the party would be assured.48

To further their efforts Kapp and Kauffman used the ties of party to call 
on the assistance of former Republican governor of New York and sitting 
U. S. Senator, Edwin Morgan. Ironically, it was Morgan who as governor 
in 1861 had collaborated with the Lincoln government and the Army to 
extend the New York regiments’ calendars of service without a second muster-
in. Now his cover letter to Stanton brought together ethnic solidarity, party 
loyalty, and state affiliation to deliver a potent dose of interposition on behalf 
of the Turner mutineers. Forwarding their letter “unconditionally,” Morgan 
described the two men as “influential with soldiers of their own nativity” 
and he reminded Stanton in closing, “Both gentlemen were presidential 
electors in 1860.” Intervening as one of their state’s elected representatives, 
he linked the continued loyal service of men who were his constituents, his 
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fellow countrymen, and his party colleagues with a just disposition from their 
national political leaders. Pardoning the Turners would “create a good feeling 
that will result in great advantage to the Government with this large class of 
our soldiers.”49

Two additional German leaders from the national Turnerbund, the 
American umbrella organization of the local Turnvereine, instructed Secretary 
of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase on 16 June 1863. Reinhold Solger and 
Charles F. Schmidt made a case for the justice of the men’s rights to the 
calendar of service, however. The men never received clear “instruction” in 
the transferring of their service, which besides there “had been no swearing 
in” on 6 May. Solger and Schmidt reiterated the necessity of the muster being 
the only definitive way for the “citizens having freely volunteered” to know 
when their martial obligations began and ended. Without it, New York had 
“no right” to “cede them to the U.S. for any term beyond their oath to the 
state” which had commenced with a proper mustering in. Echoing previous 
petitioners, Solger and Schmidt explained that these Turner soldiers had 
“come forth first of all” in 1861. They had not broken faith, rather “the U.S. 
had not kept faith with them” through either a proper second muster or 
releasing them at the conclusion of their two years in uniform.50 

During May and June 1863, therefore, the mutineers and their 
relations at home appealed for clemency from the national government. 
The Turnvereine’s contribution to American associational culture aided this 
cooperation immensely. Furthermore, their appeals stood on claims of soldier 
rights familiar to any Anglo: membership in a state-affiliated regiment being 
a shield against centralized authority, and a basis for popular constitutional 
defenses of their calendar of service—itself a significant soldier right. At the 
same time, these markers of an American political consciousness worked in 
harmony with their ethnic identity. True, they deemed it wise to proclaim 
their loyalty brashly, even as they suggested that as patriots of choice, not 
birth, their desire for justice was as pure as the native’s. These German-
Americans from three eastern cities, under the auspices of their Turnvereine, 
in fact wielded Deutschtum as a gambit for gaining government and party 
recognition of their claims. 

Once confined, the mutineers made no further demonstration against 
military authority. Rather their “prompt and cheerful compliance with 
orders” convinced Provost Marshal W. R. Patrick that “the remainder of their 
sentence should be remitted.”51 Stanton requested an opinion from Judge 
Advocate General Joseph Holt on the clemency request.52 Holt acknowledged 
the confusion regarding enlistment contracts, but averred “one of the gravest 
crimes known to the service” had threatened “military discipline.” A pardon 
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would suggest that “the opinions of enlisted men were allowed to determine” 
the force of military authority.53 Nevertheless, the president went ahead and 
on 10 August 1863 pardoned the Turners “for the unexecuted part of their 
sentence”—which unwittingly made it necessary for them to seek final justice 
forty years later. The provost marshal released the 201 mutineers from custody 
on 31 August 1863 and furnished them transportation home.54

Nearly three years after the events of the mutiny, a number of the 
participants petitioned Secretary of War Stanton to reverse their dishonorable 
discharge and make them eligible for their lost pay and bounties. They claimed 
that on the day of the mutiny several officers had stated that, “having served 
their full time” the men “were not obliged to . . . participate in the attack 
unless they so wished and that it was entirely a voluntary matter with them 
to do so or not.” They had trusted their officers’ advice because many soldiers 
had “but a very limited knowledge of the English language.” Promises to loved 
ones “to whom they had written saying when they would be at home” also 
influenced their decisions. They believed their decision to renege to be “right 
and justifiable and not breaking any law civil or military, but only making a 
choice that they had a perfect right to do.” The petitioners emphasized that 
had they known a court-martial for mutiny had been in the offing, “they 
would most cheerfully have fallen in and marched to the attack.”55

Although General Ulysses S. Grant recommended clearing the men of 
all wrongdoing in 1866, the War Department would not commute sentences 
already executed in 1863. The dissenters did not secure honorable discharges 
until the passage of a special 1905 law. From this vantage point, the mutiny 
and its postwar legacy tell another complex story that demonstrates how 
over time ethnic communities leveraged their ethnic identity provisionally—
setting it aside when politically expedient and harnessing it when it could 
amplify their claims to full membership and participation in the body politic.

In 1863, Republican political alliances and associationalism had 
functioned in synergy to overturn the court-martial’s verdict. Historians have 
typically portrayed postwar German-Americans shifting towards cultural 
pluralism: outright resistance to Americanization by promoting the German 
language along with unique cultural and folk traditions. Alongside pluralism 
they claimed membership in the nation due to their support of the Union 
war effort and confirmed their own antebellum declarations of unadulterated 
patriotism. Criticism in the Anglo press of German war heroes like Franz 
Sigel and of German soldiers’ bravery during the Civil War, nevertheless, left 
a lasting sensitivity to revivals of nativism in mainstream society.56 

The Turner veterans’ campaign to obtain honorable discharges does 
not fit neatly into this paradigm and helps to shed additional light on the 
interaction between Deutschtum and associational self-government. Before 
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the war’s end some of the pardoned soldiers inquired about back pay due 
them while confined under provost guard, but these entreaties fell on deaf 
ears. The War Department explained the veterans had nothing forthcoming: 
the dishonorable discharges, enforced at their court-martial, fell outside the 
pardon for their unexecuted sentence.57 Undaunted, in March 1866 Turner 
soldiers petitioned Stanton and general of the armies, Lieutenant General 
Ulysses S. Grant, to reverse the decision.58 As in 1863, the Turners once again 
convinced the War Department of their case; a special order of 4 April 1866 
honorably mustered them out and granted their back pay.59 

As some Union veterans approached old age, they stepped into the 
debates in the late 1880s over proper pensions for them and their dependents 
and cheered Congress in 1890 for enacting a new system of service pensions.60 
In response to these developments, the 20th New York’s mutineers or their 
widows and dependents began to inquire with the government about their 
eligibility.61 The War Department responded during the nineties that the 
1866 order had attempted to change the status of men who “were beyond 
the reach of its influence . . . having been separated from the military service” 
with “no nearer or other relation to that service than civilians who never had 
been in the Army.” Ironically, here the principles of contract regarding length 
of service on which the men had based their protest seemed to deny any 
eligibility for pensions, even under the 1890 law’s liberal stipulations.62

The generous provisions were the result of a national effort that had 
enlisted the politically influential Union veteran organization, the Grand 
Army of the Republic (G. A. R.), and its allies in the Republican Party. 
The Turner veterans relied on support from those quarters—with no visible 
role for the German-American community—in requesting relief through 
congressional legislation from their dishonorable discharges.63 House and 
Senate Republicans authored several bills in committee beginning in 1901 
titled only, “Relief of Certain Enlisted Men of the Twentieth Regiment of 
New York Volunteer Infantry.” Not until 1905 did the legislation become 
law, assure the Turners of honorable discharges, and make them pensionable. 
The sponsorship of these bills lacked obvious links to the German-American 
community.64 The men who guided it through Congress were Anglo American 
Republicans—Representative Richard Parker (IL) and Senator Russell Alger 
(MI). Alger had been commander-in-chief of the Grand Army of the Republic 
in 1890 during the final drive for passage of the pension bill.65 German 
Turner and Anglo veterans alike had hired claims attorneys during earlier 
individual efforts at adjustment of their war records, without regard to ethnic 
ties.66 For example, Jacob H. Dewees represented Gustave Seiffart. Dewees, 
of Welsh ancestry, had been colonel of the 13th Pennsylvania Cavalry and a 
post commander in the G. A. R.67
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When the 1904 bill finally made it to the floor of the House of 
Representatives, Anglo American Republicans took up its passage.68 They 
made a solitary reference in passing to the veterans’ ethnicity. Only Richard 
Bartholdt (R–MO) had any ties to the German-American community: an  
immigrant born in the town of Schleiz in 1855. He recalled that four years 
earlier Sergeant Edward Roehr of Brooklyn, “by the way, a cousin of mine,” 
had written him for support of the original 1901 legislation. “I did not pay 
particular attention to the matter . . . because it was a New York case and did 
not concern either my district or my State.”69 Bartholdt’s sense of priorities, 
typical for a Congressman at that time, stands in stark contrast to the wartime 
pardon campaign, which had engaged the German-American communities 
and associations across three states. In the early 1900s, the Turner soldiers and 
their dependents welcomed Republican Party assistance, leveraged ties built 
through the G. A. R., and muted their ethnic Deutschtum.

The floor debate in 1904 cared not a wit for ethnicity, but rather for the 
obligation both government and citizen had to the service contract. James 
Mann (R–IL) led the opposition to the bill on several fronts. Mann’s most 
vehement complaint charged that “they deserted in the face of the enemy, and 
now because forty years have passed away they propose the Government shall 
give them some money because they deserted and are alive.”70 Against these 
statements, Richard Prince (R–IL) rejoined that the soldiers had “believed 
their time of enlistment was out” while Richard Crumpacker (R–IN) cited 
the government’s obligation of “keeping faith” with the men who had come 
to its defense. Adin Capron (R–RI) viewed the matter as “tardy justice” to 
veterans who had a “right to what the President of the United States accorded 
them” in 1863.71 

Framing these debates was the national memory of the war as one 
fought by honorable, faithful soldiers—on both sides—which made postwar 
reconciliation possible.72 Deserters and cowards benefitting from the nation’s 
honest efforts to provide for courageous, deserving veterans might scandalize 
that memory. Mann’s condemnation, therefore, had likely little to do with 
a subtext of nativism. According to one student of Anglo attitudes about 
Germans at the close of the nineteenth century, “most Americans considered 
the Germans to be a desirable people.” Although ethnocultural conflict over 
prohibition, parochial schools, and Sunday laws could at times rally German-
American political solidarity,73 such issues largely remained divorced from the 
debate over pensions and Civil War memory.

The scale and vitality of the response by New York’s German-American 
community in the wartime defense of its soldiers synthesized Deutschtum, 
associational culture, and popular constitutionalism for its effect. German-
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American soldiers could prove not only their loyalty through military service, 
but also their genuine citizenship in the nation. Yet, the pursuit of faithful 
service could not be allowed to threaten fundamental rights that inhered 
through membership in the Army. The Turner mutineers also claimed 
particular founding and procedural soldier rights because they were New 
Yorkers and volunteers. It was not their ethnic identity that gave them special 
claim to rights. At the same time, Deutschtum brought their regiment into 
being and was the ground for associational self-government. The volunteers’ 
military service took shape because of their membership in the Turnverein 
and their wider network of German institutions, which became the most vital 
organ for defending their soldier rights. 

In this regard, the mutiny and its immediate aftermath reflected 
midcentury America’s confidence in the fundaments of the compound 
republic; encapsulated by two scholars as its “older ideals” of “localism, 
self-government, and the public ordering principles of common law.” In 
their view, “The Civil War and Emancipation forged a new constitutional 
relationship between the individual and the state in which unmistakeable 
increases in central state power accompanied extensions of the idea of national 
civil rights.”74 Yet mutinies by Anglo and ethnic soldiers seem to be moments 
when Northern citizens in uniform resisted the tides of change and clung to 
the rights and protections carved out through associational membership, state 
affiliation, and soldier rights.

At the same time, the mutiny makes plain how the Civil War served to 
raise the stakes and importance of national citizenship through the demands 
placed on the unitary nation-state (e.g., the resort to conscription) and the 
claims it could place on the resources and citizens of the constituent states.

Indeed, the cause of disagreement that provoked the mutiny was the 
national government’s assertion that it had a superior claim on state volunteers’ 
time in uniform. Furthermore, any discrepancies with state promulgations 
could be expediently wiped out by decree. In a pointed challenge to such 
centralizing tendencies, the men of the 20th New York and their citizen 
allies worked within the paradigms of associationalism and popular 
constitutionalism to direct appeals and petitions to the magistrates who served 
at the people’s whim. Standing cooperative institutions like the Turnvereine 
became the vital conduits of individual and collective demands for justice on 
behalf of ethnic citizen-soldiers. And these demands could be forwarded to 
high-profile German-American leaders—within the Republican Party and in 
the Turner movement— with great confidence because of associational ties 
and the demands of Deutschtum. The Turnvereine’s associational solidarity 
conveyed the concurrent assistance of Republican Party ties to the German 
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mutineers, in this case by encouraging national officials to remedy the Army’s 
decision. Furthermore, the mutineers used the ties of party to buttress their 
state affiliation and thereby garner the unqualified support of one of New 
York’s Senators.

These were the multifaceted aspects of ethnic citizenship in associational 
culture. It made it possible for the Turners’ sympathizers to play persuasively 
on the Republican Party’s need for the German vote during the Civil War. In 
this respect, associationalism and Deutschtum came together in a particularly 
potent call for interposition. Ethnic associationalism leveraged state and 
party affiliation to instruct the legislative branch to require action from the 
executive. Ethnic associationalism also served to demonstrate that German-
Americans could be loyal citizens and party members even as they opposed 
the centralizing tendencies of national authority during the Civil War. In 
these ways, ethnic Union soldiers inhabited a space on the continuum of 
soldier rights between Anglos and freedmen. Like Anglos, they acted in order 
to protect citizen rights of self-government threatened by military service. At 
the same time, they used their protest as a moment to reiterate their loyalty to 
the Union even as they articulated more precisely what rights their citizenship 
should entail. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, the Turner mutineers pursued the 
most effective avenues for finally securing honorable discharges. German-
Americans adopted cultural pluralism in the postwar years, but the reliance on 
an explicit, active kind of Deutschtum, however, had been greatly reduced, if 
not totally silenced. For example, the historian Christian Keller describes the 
dedication, on 26 November 1910, of a monument at the German-American 
Memorial Building in Dayton, Ohio. Erected to honor “all German soldiers 
who had fought in America’s wars,” Reverend H. G. Eisenlohr of Cincinnati 
delivered the event’s major speech. At the same time, remembering the 
sacrifices of German soldiers in the face of denigration should remind every 
citizen that “we all want to stand at the same level! Nothing more but nothing 
less.” He urged the audience to never “disclaim your Deutschtum! It is a 
dearly-bought inheritance, well worth treasuring.” But Eisenlohr was careful 
to remind the audience that they stood at a “celebration by American citizens 
to honor other Americans.”75

The postwar odyssey of the 20th New York demonstrates more precisely 
how German-American cultural pluralism was highly provisional in the 
political arena. During the Civil War calling public attention to their ethnic 
identity and harnessing the political influence of their ethnic group to the war 
effort and the Republican Party could reap great dividends. Without it, the 
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Lincoln administration would have been unaware of the Turners’ predicament. 
Ethnic solidarity during the war set the table for a final rectification of their 
case at the beginning of the 20th century, but that same ethnic solidarity had 
given way to tactics closer to the assimilationist paradigm due to the mutineers’ 
reliance on veteran and partisan ties. Indeed, localism and Deutschtum had 
in some ways given way to an even greater reliance on the mechanism of 
federal intervention in citizen affairs. At the same time, the older advantages 
of associational membership remained through new networks of assistance 
offered by the G. A. R., itself ushered in by the ordeal of the Civil War.

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
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